, neatly scripted and mounted in a plain black frame, have hung on the walls of my office for the past four decades. I was introduced to the writings of Thoreau by a medical student whose family home in Boston (Massachusetts, USA) had facilitated frequent visits to nearby Walden Pond, the tranquil site that had inspired the author's book. She was taking a year-long elective to work in the virology laboratory I shared during my first faculty appointment at Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland, Ohio, USA. As a young, naive Canadian, I was somewhat taken aback by the fiercely competitive, almost cut-throat academic life I encountered at what was, in 1966, one of the leading medical schools in the United States. The young medical student loaned me her beautifully illustrated copy of Walden and urged me to heed the opening words of that most-quoted passage in the book: "Why should we be in such desperate haste to succeed ….", which concludes by admonishing each reader to step to the music only he or she may hear. This wisdom established the template for the tenor of all my future professional activities and the intensity with which I pursued them.
With the opening of a new medical school at McMaster University in Hamilton, Ontario, many young physicians, like me, were enticed to return to Canada. At this time, many clinicians dismissed any value of ordering viral studies on their patients, but a few medical centres, such as the Mayo Clinic, had begun to promote rapid viral diagnosis (2) . I convinced McMaster University of the contribution this new approach could make and then spent the next few years establishing the successful Regional Virology Laboratory in Hamilton.
By the fall of 1975, I had been recruited to my home province where the University of Alberta (Edmonton, Alberta), with its Boreal Institute for Northern Studies, had established a research base encompassing a wide range of northern issues. An Alaskan group reported that clusters of hepatitis B virus (HBV) activity were scattered widely among their Aboriginal communities (3). Danish investigators found a similar pattern of HBV infection among native Greenlanders (4). I reasoned that northern Canada might also harbour many people with hepatitis B and proposed a serological survey of communities in the Northwest Territories (NWT). Although the project received strong support from senior government authorities, I was surprised and disappointed that there was initial disinterest and open discouragement from several established northern health practitioners. They claimed that I would be simply scaremongering because they had not seen a patient with hepatitis B in NWT.
Despite this skepticism from some quarters, I continued to 'step to the music' that I heard. Along with one very dedicated nurse practitioner, I visited 51 communities in NWT (included what is now Nunavut) collecting blood samples from more than 14,200 residents. By March 1985, we had identified widely scattered pockets of HBV infection (5) . Several months later, we returned to the 'increased risk' communities, and gave hepatitis B vaccine to hundreds of residents younger than 21 years of age and to household contacts of HBV carriers identified in the survey (6) .
With our life experiences and professional opportunities comes a responsibility to effectively communicate our work to others. As advocates for the health of children who rarely have a voice of their own, paediatricians often find themselves taking a leading role on issues that attract the attention of the media. Done properly, working with the media can amplify your message and, through that medium, you can educate and enlighten a broad section of the public.
A letter to my younger colleAgues
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Of course the media marches to its own drummers, with a beat that may not always be consistent with our professional views. Unfortunately, many health professionals have had unpleasant experiences with the media and henceforth shun further interviews. The media will often aim to arouse or exploit controversy. When approached by a reporter, I do not hesitate to first ask my own questions to determine where the story line appears to be going and who else will be interviewed. Much as I have given lifelong support to childhood immunization and will seize every opportunity to promote it, I have declined interviews that will put my views head to head against the very negative comments expected from an outspoken anti-immunization lobbyist. Without your agreement to participate in an interview, the reporter does not have the confrontation they are seeking and the news story goes flat. At worst, the reporter can simply claim that you refused or declined to be interviewed.
Introductory or lead-in comments to an interview by a reporter may be erroneous and misleading. Skillfully challenging those comments can turn the tables on the interviewer, putting him or her on the defensive (7). Media personnel often try to put words into your mouth. My response to this approach is to state: "Those are your words, not mine. What I am saying is ….", then give, as briefly and clearly as possible, the message you want others to hear. There is no obligation to reply to what you sense may be a trap question. Politicians do this evasion skillfully much of the time. I just repeat the message I want to give. The media can edit out whatever they choose, but at least they won't have you saying something you never gave the reporter a chance to record.
Two important lessons when dealing with the media are the following:
• there is no such thing as speaking 'off the record'; and
• the microphones or cameras are on from the moment you enter an interview situation until you have left the scene entirely. What may seem like harmless, polite conversational chit-chat by the reporter about some subject completely unrelated to the interview before or after you go "on air" can lull you into making unguarded (but recorded) remarks you may later regret. Politely suggest that the reporter just gets on with the interview.
After retiring from academic appointments spanning 35 years, I was offered the position of Chief Medical Health Officer for Yukon. It was an appointment I served with great personal reward and satisfaction for nearly seven years. Living and working in the Canadian North is a special privilege. Think about spending some of your professional life 'North of 60'. While there, The Medical Post profiled my career under the headline "Nothing Ordinary" (8) .
What is the message or advice I am trying to convey through this story? Be willing to depart from the accepted routine and launch out into unfamiliar territory if an opportunity arises. Listen to the words of Thoreau and 'step to the music' that you hear. Dare to take another direction if you hear 'a different drummer' strike a beat that presents you with a new and hopefully exciting challenge.
